
Earned Accelerates  
Physician Wealth Through 
Specialized Services & 
Customized Platform

CASE STUDY

How Earned built a platform uniquely  
focused on helping physician households  
manage complex financial lives and reduce  
tax drag on earnings and investments.



One-quarter of physicians find themselves at  

retirement with less than $1 million in savings. 

Our customized platform for this high-earning group 

of professionals had to be able to identify and act on 

ways to limit tax drag on our clients’  portfolios. And 

with LifeYield, we achieved that.

- Bill Martin, Chief Wealth Officer, Earned

“

 ”

Physicians have unique financial opportunities and challenges. Their high incomes 
— some specialists can earn an average of more than $400,000 a year1 — place them 
among the top 10% of U.S. income taxpayers.2 

But those attractive incomes follow years of training that leave many with debt — an 
average of $250,990 in total student loans.3 Physicians’ financial (and personal) lives are 
also complicated by:

 ■ The downstream economic effects of career choices.

 ■ A compressed time horizon for saving and investing.

 ■ Specialized insurance needs, such as malpractice and disability. 

 ■ Other dynamics of healthcare today:  industry verticalization, reimbursement 
variations, and private equity investment, to name a few.

Few financial advisors have the diverse backgrounds and skills needed to address all the 
facets of doctors’ wealth. Physicians are left cobbling together advice from insurance 
agents, brokers, certified public accountants, and others. 

Backstory  



A group of wealth management veterans founded Earned (called Forme Financial in 
its beta phase) in 2022 as a registered investment advisor (RIA). Its focus: helping 
physicians accelerate wealth creation and financial security.

They determined to own the client experience entirely and built their proprietary wealth 
engine and mobile app using several top technology partners:

The Earned platform incorporates its proprietary intelligence and the concierge services 
of certified financial planners (CFPs) who help physicians evaluate and understand the 
ramifications of myriad opportunities such as:

 ■ Career options, job offers, and employment negotiations

 ■ Buying into private practice 

 ■ Opportunities for private equity investing

 ■ Practice mergers and acquisitions

“For us, there is a principle at play. To solve the really complex problems of physicians, 
we couldn’t create everything ourselves, nor would that have been the smart thing to do,” 
said Bill Martin, Earned’s chief wealth officer. 

It was critical, Martin said, to select technology partners, like LifeYield, that grasped their 
goals, embraced their desire to launch quickly, and provided the kind of open architecture 
that can support them as they scale.

“The API-based structure allows us to integrate technologies from established partners 
who are willing to work with us and allow us to focus on the specialized types of 
problems of our clients,” Martin said.

What  
happened  
next

MoneyGuidePro® for 
financial planning, a 
cornerstone of their 
engagement with 
physicians at every 
stage of their careers.

Orion Advisor 
Technology for its 
Brinker Capital turnkey 
asset management 
platform (TAMP), 
including custom 
indexing capabilities.

LifeYield for tax-
efficient household 
portfolio management, 
including asset 
location and strategies 
to maximize retirement 
income.



Since its launch in May 2022, Earned has saved physician clients an average of $77,0004 
in taxes. Clients consistently accomplish a wide range of financial tasks using the 
Earned app, with 71% of users logging in weekly. 

In one case, Earned identified more than $532,000 in potential savings over three years 
for one client.5

It announced $12 million Series A funding in April 2023 to bring its total funding to $18 
million since it started serving clients in 2022. 

Earned’s chief executive officer, John Clendening, estimates physicians spend around 
$13 billion annually on services that Earned provides. The company continues to invest 
in client acquisition and technology, including artificial intelligence, to add more tools 
and features to its wealth engine.

“We have every single tool in the toolbox that’s needed to optimize a physician’s financial 
life,” Clendening said. “We stand alone in that regard. We also leverage deep tech to 
reliably deliver what we’re optimizing financially.”

Results

Earned has saved 
physicians an average  
of $77,0004 in taxes

$77k

71% of Earned users  
log in weekly

71%

Physicians spend 
around $13 billion 

annually on services  
that Earned provides

$13B



About Earned  
Earned, formerly Forme Financial, is the first comprehensive, tech-
enabled wealth system exclusively for physicians. The company 
uses a physician’s unique career journey — from residency to buying into private practice 
to retirement — as a lens for the company’s data-driven recommendations. Earned’s 
centralized, tech-forward approach maximizes physicians’ wealth cohesively and 
seamlessly, helping physicians earn more, invest smarter, and avoid losses. Because 
Earned understands the ins and outs of a physician’s career, clients benefit from 
specially trained Certified Financial Planners (CFPs) and technology that plans and 
adjusts for changes throughout a physician’s working life. To learn more about Earned, 
visit earnedwealth.com.

 

About LifeYield
LifeYield is a technology company that improves investor 
outcomes by minimizing investment taxes and maximizing 
retirement income. Major financial services firms like Morgan Stanley, Merrill, Ameriprise, 
SEI, Orion, Allianz, New York Life, and Envestnet partner with LifeYield. They use 
LifeYield APIs inside their proprietary platforms to automate ongoing asset location, tax 
harvesting, transitions, withdrawals, multi-account rebalancing, Social Security strategy, 
and retirement income optimization. LifeYield’s approach increases advisor productivity 
and improves financial results for investors, advisors, and firms by up to one-third. For 
more information, visit lifeyield.com.
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